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Effective range theory is applied to the description of annihilation processes in positron-atom scattering. It
is found that the result Zeff(k);k2,@a1o(k2)# is obeyed for the ,th partial wave irrespective of whether the
scattering potential includes long-range polarization potentials or not.
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The annihilation of positrons in atomic and molecular
gases has been a topic of interest recently, with most atten-
tion being focused upon the mechanisms responsible for the
large annihilation rates in some molecular gases @1–4#. Re-
cent research seems to indicate that the formation of short-
lived positron-molecule complexes are responsible for the
large annihilation rates @5–7#. This idea was first advanced
by Dzuba et al. @5# and a semiquantitative model was devel-
oped by Gribakin @6#. In many respects the model is very
similar to the compound nucleus models developed to ex-
plain the large capture rates for neutrons colliding with
heavy nuclei @8#.
The behavior of the annihilation rate for positron colli-
sions with atomic gases is also a topic of interest @5,6,9#.
Goldanskii and Sayasov @10,11# used an S-matrix analysis to
describe the behavior of the annihilation parameter, Zeff close
to threshold. They suggested that large values of Zeff could
arise if there was a virtual or bound state close to threshold.
These ideas were refined by Dzuba et al. @5# who also noted
that Zeff(k) decreased rapidly from threshold when the scat-
tering length was large. This permitted Dzuba et al. to ana-
lyze the temperature dependence of Zeff and deduce that
there was an upper limit upon Zeff for thermal positrons an-
nihilating in an atomic ~as opposed to molecular! gas. Mitroy
and Ivanov @9# also using an S-matrix formalism showed that
for atoms that bind a positron, the threshold Zeff could be
estimated from the binding energy and annihilation rate of
the bound state. They also showed that a model potential that
correctly predicted the phase shifts could also predict the
energy dependence of Zeff(k) with a reasonable degree of
accuracy. The work of Gribakin @6# used a different approach
to determine the energy dependence of the annihilation cross
section. Gribakin worked directly with the annihilation ma-
trix element and derived a result for the energy dependence
after making a number of assumptions about the nature of
the wave function and positron annihilation process. Grib-
akin has also used his formalism to determine the threshold
Zeff(k) from the properties of the bound state @12#.
In the present work, effective range theory is applied to
the description of positron annihilation during collisions. The
effective range analysis is a useful tool for studying colli-
sions close to threshold @8,13#. It has the advantage that a
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or the interaction are made during the analysis. It is particu-
larly suited to study positron annihilation since most experi-
mental results are obtained with thermal positrons at room
temperatures.
II. BACKGROUND THEORY FOR ANNIHILATING
COLLISIONS
There are two types of annihilating collisions involving
positrons, direct annihilation for positron-atom collisions and
pick-off annihilation for Ps-atom collisions. The ab initio
calculations of the annihilation rates for both processes in-
volve the use of perturbation theory. The scattering wave
function is first computed without consideration of the pos-
sibility of annihilation, then the matrix element of the effec-
tive annihilation operator is determined. This procedure
should be valid since the imaginary phase shifts are typically
more than six orders of magnitude smaller than the real
phase shifts. There has only been one calculation in which
the possibility of positron annihilation has been included in
the calculation from the very start. This was a close-coupling
~CC! calculation of positron-hydrogen scattering in a re-
stricted channel space with an absorbing potential to allow
for loss of flux from annihilating collisions @14#. The results
of that calculation were identical to a CC perturbation-theory
calculation when the numerical precision of the respective
calculations was taken into consideration.
The annihilation properties during a positron-atom colli-
sion are most usually described by the annihilation parameter
Zeff . The annihilation parameter is related to the spin-
averaged absorption cross section, sabs(k) by the identity
@15#
Zeff~k !5
k sabs~k !
pcr0
2 , ~1!
where r0 is the classical electron radius and c is the speed of
light. The annihilation parameter can be computed from the
wave function and is defined @15–17# as
Zeff~k !54NeE d3td3r0d~rN2r0!uOˆ Ns C~r1 , . . . ,rN ;r0!u2,
~2!
where C(r1 , . . . ,rN ;r0) is the scattering wave function
which is antisymmetrized with respect to electron inter-©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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coordinates. The operator Oˆ N
s takes into consideration that
electrons and positrons only annihilate by the 2g process if
they are in a spin singlet state. In the plane-wave Born ap-
proximation ~PWBA!, where the positron wave function is
written as a plane wave, the annihilation parameter is equal
to the number of atomic electrons, i.e., Zeff5Ne .
III. EFFECTIVE RANGE THEORY FOR ABSORBING
POTENTIALS
For the purposes of simplicity, it will be assumed that the
interaction potential of our scattering system can be written,
V5U2iW where W is short range. Furthermore, it will as-
sumed that the magnitude of U is much greater than the
magnitude of W. The imaginary part of the phase shift will
be very small and much smaller than the real part of the
phase shift. With these assumptions, we initially present
some simplified expressions that will be exploited later. Writ-
ing the ~complex! s-wave phase shift l as d1im , the absorp-
tion cross section can be written
sabs5
p
k2 ~12uexp~2il!u
2!’
4pm
k2 , ~3!
while the annihilation parameter obtained by combining Eqs.
~1! and ~3! is
Zeff~k !5
4pm
cr0
2k
. ~4!
The tangent and cotangent of the phase shifts ~needed for the
effective range expansions! are
tan~d1im!’tan~d!1
im
cos2~d!
, ~5!
cot~d1im!’cot~d!2
im
sin2~d!
. ~6!
The imaginary part of the phase shift, m is always positive
since a negative m would imply an absorption cross section
that was negative. The effective range analysis is simply car-
ried out by using existing results @8,18,19# modified so that
terms arising due to short-range potentials are now complex.
A. Short-range potentials: ł˜0
The effective range expansion of the co-tangent of the
~complex! s-wave phase shift for l may be written @8#
cot~l!’21/A1
1
2 Ek
2
, ~7!
where the scattering length A5Ar1iAi, and effective range
E5Er1iEi are now complex quantities. The imaginary part
of the scattering length, Ai is negative. The effective range is
defined as02271Ei5E
0
‘
dr@f~0,r !f~0,r !2c~0,r !c~0,r !# , ~8!
where f(0,r) is the actual solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion normalized to cos(kr)1cot(l)sin(kr) while c is the so-
lution of the free Schro¨dinger equation
S 2 12 „021U~r !1iW~r ! Dc~r !5Ec~r !, ~9!
with U5W50, which coincides with f(k ,r) at large dis-
tances from the origin. The additional argument denotes that
the wave function corresponds to the k50 solution.
Using Eq. ~6! to decompose cot(l) into its real and imagi-
nary parts, one gets
k cot~d!’2
1
Ar
1
1
2 E
rk2, ~10!
km’sin2~d!S uAiuAr2 212 Eik2D . ~11!
The approximate result uAu’Ar , and the fact that Ai is nega-
tive were used in deriving these equations. The elastic cross
section can be written using sel54p sin2(d)/k2,
sel~k !5
4puAru2
~kAr!21S 12 12 ErArk2D
2 ~12!
’4p~Ar!2$11@ErAr2~Ar!2#k2% ~13!
while Zeff(k) is
Zeff~k !5
1
cr0
2
4uAru2
~kAr!21S 12 12 ErArk2D
2 S uAiu
~Ar!2
2
1
2 E
ik2D
~14!
’
4
cr0
2 F uAiu2k2S uAiu~Ar!21 Ei~Ar!22 2uAiuErArD G .
~15!
The same sin2(d) factor occurs in both the elastic and absorp-
tion cross sections through Eq. ~11!. Therefore, the energy
dependence of sel also manifests itself to a certain extent in
the energy dependence of the Zeff . Combining Eqs. ~4! and
~11! with the definition of the elastic cross section leads to
Zeff~k !5
sel~k !
cr0
2 S uAiu~Ar!2 2 12 Eik2D , ~16!
which immediately suggests itself as a way to usefully relate
the annihilation parameter and elastic cross section. This ex-
pression can be expected to be reliable at low energies when
Eq. ~13! gives a reasonable description of the elastic cross
section. The leading term in the energy dependence of6-2
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Ar, Er, and Ei will determine whether Zeff(k) decreases or
increases as k increases.
B. Short-range potentials: łÌ0
Although higher-order terms are retained, the most impor-
tant aspect of the analysis for ,.0 is the determination of
the leading term in the effective range expansion for Zeff
(,)
.
From now on, the partial-wave angular momentum, , , is
used as an index on all quantities. The real and imaginary
parts of the phase shift may be written @8# as
k2,11cot~d,!’2
1
A,
r
1
E,
r k2
2 , ~17!
k2l11m,’sin2~d,!S uA,i u
~A,
r !2
2
E,
i k2
2 D . ~18!
The factors A,
r and A,
i do not have dimensions of length
when ,.0. The elastic cross section for the , partial wave is
sel
(,)~k !’
4p~2,11 !~A,
r !2k4,
~A,
r !2k4,121S 12 A,r E,r k22 D
2 ~19!
’4p~2,11 !~A,
r !2k4,~11E,
r A,
r k2!, ~20!
while the annihilation parameter is
Zeff
(,)~k !’
4~2,11 !
cr0
2
~A,
r !2k4,11
~A,
r !2k4,121S 12 A,r E,r k22 D
2
3S uA,i u
~A,
r !2k2,11
2
E,
i
2k2,21D ~21!
’
4~2,11 !k2,
cr0
2 S uA,i u~11E,r A,r k2!2E,i ~A,r !2k22 D .
~22!
For a purely short-range potential Zeff
(,) is proportional to k2,
at threshold. Once again, the presence of sin2(d,) in both the02271expressions for sel
(,)(k) and Zeff(,)(k) would make it possible
to derive an approximate formula relating these two quanti-
ties.
C. Long-range polarization potential: ł˜0
The positron-atom potential field is not of short range. As
is well known, the polarization of the atomic charge cloud by
the positron leads to a long-range potential with asymptotic
form ad /(2r4). This leads to a modification of the effective
range expansion @8,18#. Retaining the terms up to order k2,
the effective range expansion can be written as
k cot~d0!’2
1
A0
r
1
padk
3~A0
r !2
1
4adk2
3A0
r
ln~k !1F0
r k2, ~23!
km0’sin2~d0!S uA0i u
~A0
r !2
2
2uA0
i upadk
3~A0
r !3
2
4uA0
i uadk2
3~A0
r !2
ln~k !1F0
i k2D . ~24!
Various terms involving ad , A0
r and uA0
i u contribute to the
term of order k2. These are most conveniently treated by
simply absorbing them into a single complex parameter, F0.
The elastic cross section is now written as
sel
(0)~k !5
4p~A0
r !2
~kA0
r !21S 12 padk3A0r 24adk
2
3 ln~k !2A0
r F0
r k2D 2
~25!
’4pF ~A0r !21 2padA0r k3 1k2S 8ad~A0
r !2
3 ln~k !
12~A0
r !3F0
r 1
p2ad
2
3 2~A0
r !4D G . ~26!
As is well known @13#, the elastic cross section has a term
linear in k and proportional to the dipole polarizability. The
annihilation parameter Zeff
(0)(k) isZeff
(0)~k !’
4
cr0
2
S uA0i u2 2uA0i upadk3A0r 2 4uA0
i uadk2
3 ln~k !1~A0
r !2F0
i k2D
~kA0
r !21S 12 padk3A0r 2 4adk
2
3 ln~k !2A0
r F0
r k2D 2
’
4
cr0
2 F uA0i u1k2S 4uA0i uad3 ln~k !2uA0i up2ad29~A0r !2 1F0i ~A0r !21~2A0r F0r 2~A0r !2!uA0i u D G . ~27!6-3
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padk/3 factor, these cancel each other when they are com-
bined. It should be noted that Eq. ~34! of @9# is incorrect due
to algebraic error during its derivation.
D. Long-range polarization potential: łÌ0
The main interest is in establishing the leading term in the
effective range expansion. It is easiest in this case to use the
tangent form of the effective range expansion @19#. One ob-
tains
tan~d,!’g,~ad!k22A,
r k2,11, ~28!
m,’cos
2~d,!
uA,
i uk2,11
~A,
r !2
, ~29!
where the term containing information about the polarization
is
g,~ad!’
pad
~2,13 !~2,11 !~2,21 ! 1~higher-order terms!.
~30!
The leading terms for the elastic cross section are
sel
(,)~k !’4p~2,11 !~g,~ad!!2k2. ~31!
Since sabs
(,)5(2,11)p@12exp(22ml)#/k2 @8#, Zeff, can be
written as
Zeff
(,)~k !’
4~2,11 !uA,
i uk2,
cr0
2~A,
r !2@11~g,~ad!k2!2#
’
4~2,11 !uA,
i uk2,
cr0
2~A,
r !2
.
~32!
The same threshold law for the lowest-order term of Zeff
(,) is
obtained irrespective of the presence of the long-range polar-
ization potential. Examination of the effective range formula
in Ref. @19# suggests that the next terms in the expansion for
Zeff
(,) will be of order k2,12 and k2,12ln(k).
E. Comparison with explicit calculations
The threshold law, Zeff
(,)(k)}k2, can be tested by reference
to Tables 1 and 2 of @16#. These tables report the partial-
wave annihilation parameter for close-coupling calculations
of e1-H scattering in a variety of different channel spaces.
Even a cursory glance at these tables confirms that Eq. ~32!
is obeyed for all the calculations irrespective of the size of
the channel space. The threshold laws can additionally be
confirmed by reference to tabulated Zeff(k) from alternate
sources @20,21#.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of an explicitly calculated
Zeff
(0)(k) with an effective range fit for the ,50 partial wave.
The calculated Zeff
(0)(k) was taken from a model potential
calculation of e1-Zn scattering @22#. Since the positron-Zn
system has a positive scattering length the elastic partial
cross section increases just above threshold. A semiempirical
polarization potential ~adjusted to give agreement with a pre-02271viously computed e1-Zn binding energy! was used to define
the real part of the phase shift while Zeff was computed from
the overlap of the scattering wave function and target atom
charge distribution. The actual fit that was done used Eq.
~24! as the working formula. Effectively, the model potential
Zeff
(0) was converted into an imaginary phase shift. The value
of sin2(d0) in Eq. ~24! was taken directly from the model
potential calculation. The comparison in Fig. 1 shows that
the effective range fit does a reasonable job of reproducing
Zeff
(0) over the momentum range up to 0.12a0
21
. This system
has a real scattering length of 14.5a0 and the real part of the
phase shift is 21.36 rad at 0.12a0
21
. It is not realistic to
expect Eq. ~24! to be reliable past this momentum since
tan(d) diverges as the phase shift approaches 21.57 rad.
There is no need to test the validity of the expressions for
the elastic cross section as these have been known for a long
time @8,13#.
IV. RELATION WITH THE MODEL OF GRIBAKIN
Gribakin has developed a parametrization of the low-
energy behavior of Zeff(k), viz.
Zeff~k !54predRaS sel4p 1Ra212RaRe~ f 0! D , ~33!
which explicitly depends upon the behavior of the elastic
cross section and forward direction scattering amplitude f 0.
The factors, re , dRa , and Ra are free parameters that are
fixed for each atom by comparison with experiment or ab
initio calculation ~note, re and dRa are multiplied together
and effectively represent one free parameter!. This can be
rewritten in a form more readily related to the present analy-
sis by using f 05sin(2d)/(2k) and Eq. ~24! to develop an ex-
pansion for sin(d) at low k. The result
Zeff~k !’4predRaS ~Ar2Ra!21 pad~2Ar2Ra!k3 1O~k2! D
~34!
FIG. 1. The s-wave annihilation parameter Zeff
(0)(k) for e1-Zn
scattering as a function of momentum in a0
21
. The solid line shows
Zeff
(0)(k) for the model potential calculation reported in Ref. @22#
while the dashed line shows the effective range fit using Eq. ~24! as
discussed in the text. The only adjustable parameters in the fit were
uAiu and Ei .6-4
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@6,23#, Eq. ~33! for the threshold Zeff(k) contains a contribu-
tion linear in k arising from the polarizability. The effect of
this term depends on the magnitude and sign of the scattering
length given that Ra will always be positive. Systems with a
positive scattering length of reasonable size will have a
Zeff(k) that increases with increasing k close to threshold.
This is in contradiction with Eq. ~27! and the results of the
numerical calculations. The analysis of Gribakin @6# does not
treat long-range polarization effects explicitly, so it should
not be surprising that it does not yield the next-to-lowest-
order term correctly.
While the parametrization of Gribakin does not give a
formally correct description of positron annihilation for po-
larizable systems, it still gives a useful parametrization of
Zeff(k) for systems with a negative scattering length.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The leading terms of the effective range expansion for
Zeff(k) has been specified. Previous work on this topic has
largely concentrated on retaining just the first term in the
effective range expansion for Zeff @6,9–11#. The present work
extends this earlier work and establishes the result that the
s-wave Zeff;@a1o(k2)# irrespective of the presence of po-
larization potentials in the scattering potential. There has
only been one experiment measuring Zeff as a function of
energy close to threshold @7#. So, from this point of view,
there is not a great need for the detailed analytic form of
Zeff(k) to be known at low energies.
However, the present results for the energy dependence of
Zeff(k) can be used as a first check on the reliability of any
theoretical calculation. For example, Gianturco and Mukher-
jee have reported Zeff(k) for N2 at energies very close to
threshold @24#. In Fig. 5 of @24# they present Zeff(k) down to
a momentum of about 0.01a0
21
. It has a momentum depen-
dence that changes very rapidly near threshold. A quick look
at this figure suggests that it would be very difficult to rec-
oncile the Gianturco and Mukherjee Zeff(k) with the effec-
tive range formula developed in the present paper. It is02271known that the effective range expansion for the Sg eigen-
phase sum of a nonpolar diatomic molecule is very similar to
Eq. ~24! for energies below a few tenths of an eV, provided
the ratio of the molecular quadrupole moment, q and the
scattering length is sufficiently small, i.e., uq/Aru<0.5 @25–
27#. The quadrupole moment of N2 , q’0.96 ea0
2 @28# while
the calculations of Gianturco and Mukherjee @29# suggest a
scattering length, uAru.2 a0, so the condition is satisfied and
one would expect Eq. ~15! to be valid close to threshold.
Therefore, one is forced to conclude that the threshold region
for e1-N2 scattering is restricted to k,0.01a0
21 or that there
is an error in the calculation by Gianturco and Mukherjee.
We note that a very useful check of any positron annihilation
calculation is to let the strength of the positron-atom interac-
tion go to zero and check if the PWBA result ~i.e., Zeff is
equal to the number of electrons in the target atom or mol-
ecule! is recovered @16#. Gianturco and Mukherjee have not
stated that they have ever performed this check.
The results presented are not necessarily restricted to the
study of positron annihilation in e1-atom collisions. Another
type of annihilating collision is the process of pick-off anni-
hilation that occurs when ortho-positronium atoms collide
with atoms and molecules. It would be a simple matter to
develop a set of effective range formulas that described the
behavior of the pick-off annihilation parameter, 1Zeff close to
threshold and the general result 1Zeff;@a1o(k2)# can be
written down by inspection. In the case of Ps-atom scatter-
ing, one can write 1Zeff;(a1bk2). If the target is an ion,
then the polarization of the Ps projectile will result in a 1/r4
polarization potential and a term proportional to k2ln(k) will
be present. We note that in a recent work, the functional form
1Zeff;(a1bk1ck2) was used to extrapolate the calculated
values to the zero-energy limit @30#. Although the functional
form used in Ref. @30# was formally incorrect, the error in
the extrapolated 1Zeff at threshold is probably of order 1%.
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